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In a play on an Andy Warhol quote, the British street artist Banksy created a sculpture of 
a TV with the following written on the screen: “In the future, everyone will be anonymous for 
15 minutes.” The new year brings us another step closer to this media reality, with the surge 
in social websites, blogging and reality television continuing to have an impact. Every person, 
and also every company, will come under the spotlight, and firms need to realize that they 
cannot hide from the media and they should proactively manage their corporate brand image. 
This will be especially true for family businesses in 2010 because today the spotlight is on 
them.  

Many firms experienced an economically challenging year in 2009. Yet, during the crisis 
and subsequent recession, family businesses were like a beacon in the storm. While the 
image of many institutions such as banks, insurance companies and publicly listed 
companies was seriously damaged, the reputation of the family firm as an economic 
institution remained largely unscathed. Relatively speaking, the recession put family firms at 
an advantage over others. So, whatever the new year brings – whether an economic upswing 
or a W-recession – now is the time for family businesses to reap the benefits from their 
corporate brand premium (CPB). 

 

Capitalizing on corporate brand premium  

Perception is reality. This marketing wisdom applies in many fields, not only to consumer 
choices when buying products and services. In fact, the way a company is perceived also 
influences partnering and investment decisions. Companies therefore need to actively 
manage their corporate brand image. Someone who well understood the importance of 
marketing his family corporation was Herbert F. Johnson, Sr., the son of SC Johnson’s 
founder. He noted, “It’s the goodwill of people that matters most in business....just like any 
family.” Now with the fifth generation at the helm, this manufacturer of household brands 
such as Pledge and Mr. Muscle proudly includes the words “A Family Company” in its logo. 
Especially today, messages from stable, robust and secure family businesses that are 
weathering the storm are seen as much more credible than those from any other type of 
institution. The power of their voice should no longer be underestimated. 

In previous “Tomorrow’s Challenges” on family business branding (July 24 and 
September 4, 2009) we reported on why family businesses have a corporate brand premium. 
Here, we explore in more detail the various dimensions that contribute to it. 

To get a deeper understanding of the corporate brand premium, we surveyed more than 
100 visitors to IMD’s website who had read previous IMD articles on family business. The 
survey measured people’s associations with and evaluations of family businesses compared 
with non-family ones. We specifically asked them to evaluate 19 different comparisons 
between family businesses and non-family businesses. These comparisons substantiated the 
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relative performance that family firms achieve in their relationship with five stakeholders: 
customers, investors, business partners, employees and the economy at large.  

 

Analyzing the various strengths in the corporate brand premium 

With regard to how family businesses serve customers, we asked people how they 
perceive the product quality delivered by family firms compared with non-family firms. A 
significant 74% majority of our sample agree with statements that family firms are better at 
preserving quality standards and offering more reliable products than other types of 
companies. Only 10% of respondents disagree with these statements (see Figure 1).  

How do family firms perform as an object for investment? In total, 55% of those surveyed 
perceive investments in family firms as generating a higher return on investment, being less 
uncertain and volatile, less likely to incur large financial losses, and representing a longer-
term perspective. Only 8% disagree.  

A large majority of 71% find family-controlled companies better as business partners 
because they can be trusted more, are easier to work with and are more dedicated than non-
family firms. Just 10% find the opposite to be true. For the economy as a whole, 66% view 
family firms as superior in terms of being a stabilizing factor, more resistant to shocks and 
with greater chances of surviving turbulence. Again, the percentage of those who disagree 
with these statements is relatively low – 11%. 

When it comes to employee relations, however, the disparity between those who agree 
and disagree with the survey statements is much less: 34% find that family firms are 
perceived to offer more rewarding careers, a better place to work, and better talent 
development, compared with 30%. This can perhaps be explained if we compare the results 
from the two different groups in our sample: experts with more than 10 years’ working 
experience with family firms, and people with little or no such experience. The majority of the 
former agreed with the statements, whereas the majority of the latter disagreed, giving rise 
to a significantly negative rating for the corporate brand premium of family businesses on 
this dimension, the only negative rating in the survey. 
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Figure 1 

The Corporate Brand Premium (CBP) of Family Businesses 
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69% agree with statements that 
family businesses have a 
corporate reputation advantage 
over non-family firms

6% disagree with statements that 
family businesses  have a 
corporate reputation advantage 
over non-family firms

* delivery of better product quality
* preservation of quality standards
* more reliable products

* higher return  
* less uncertain and volatile 
* no large financial losses
* a longer-term perspective

* better at building and protecting  their reputation
* better at communicating their corporate values 
* better at consistently living by their corporate values

* care more and are more trusted 
* easier to work with
* more dedicated and committed

* stronger stabilizing factor
* more resistant to economic shocks
* more robust and survive longer

* more rewarding careers
* a better place to work 
* better talent development

 

Overall: A solid reputation 

We also asked people about the reputation of family firms, which 69% of respondents 
judge to be better than that of non-family firms. A very small minority of 6% disagree. 
Looking more closely, we find that the good reputation of family firms is mainly driven by 
their perceived ability to be better at building and protecting their reputation and consistently 
living by their corporate values than non-family firms. However, a point of weakness for 41% 
of respondents is the way family firms currently communicate their corporate values. 

 

Lessons for family businesses 

The results of our survey show that, in general, family businesses significantly 
outperform other types of business – especially in terms of overall reputation, partnering, 
product quality, role in the economy and investors – but now is not the time for them to rest 
on their laurels. In the era of digital media nobody can escape the glare of the spotlight, but 
by capitalizing on their corporate brand premium, family businesses can make sure they 
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shine. There are two areas that they would do well to put center stage: improving the way 
they communicate their corporate values, to further enhance their reputation, and 
considering how best to position themselves in the market for management talent, where at 
the moment it seems as if they are preaching to the converted. 

 

Joachim Schwass is Professor of Family Business at IMD and Director of the Leading the 
Family Business program. 

 

Professor Schwass will teach on the "Leading the Family Business: Aligning on Complexity" 
stream during Orchestrating Winning Performance, which takes place from June 20 - 25, 
2010.  
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RELATED PROGRAMS 

 

  

 

ORCHESTRATING WINNING PERFORMANCE - http://www.imd.ch/owp 

The global business program  
Program Director Bettina Buechel and Seán Meehan 
- For individuals and teams who seek the latest management thinking and practical, 

innovative solutions for their business 
- Anticipate global business trends 
- Boost your performance, broaden your perspectives and expand your global network 
- Design the program that suits you 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

LEADING THE FAMILY BUSINESS - http://www.imd.ch/lfb 

Assuring the continuity of family-owned enterprises  
Program Director Joachim Schwass 
- Understand family business challenges and how to manage critical issues  
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- Probe critical issues facing family businesses:  growth, governance, succession and 
culture  

- Benchmark best practices and network to broaden your understanding of successful 
family businesses 

 


